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About This Game

-Shoot zombies in the face and earn money!
-Watch zombies heads explode in slow motion!

-Online crossplay with owners of the VR version of Containment Initiative!(No VR needed for this version of the game.)
-Split-screen co-op with another player on the same PC.

-Unlock new weapons and equipment!

Containment Initiative is a simple game about shooting zombies and earning money for doing it. As you earn money, you can
buy better guns. Some levels allow you to roam around and collect supply crates that are traded in for cash, while other levels
will have you perched up in a high position and allow you to shoot at zombies without worrying about them hitting you back.

Once you call for extraction, you will need to survive for 60 seconds until the helicopter can arrive. If you die, you will lose any
money earned in the mission!

Currently, there are six maps to play through with each differing in difficulty.

Split-Screen Co-op Info

One player will need to use the keyboard and mouse and the other will need to use an Xbox controller.(Other controllers work
just fine, but need to be recognized and setup in Steam before playing. Check the forum for directions on how to do this.)
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Online PC/VR Cross Play Info

In order to play online together, below are the requirements for each player.

The non-VR player would need the following:
Containment Initiative: PC Standalone(The product page you are currently on)

The VR player would need the following:
Containment Initiative($9.99)

The VR player would select Online Co-op in the main menu and then proceed to host a game. The PC player would then click
'VR Crossplay' on their main menu and then would see any servers currently being hosted. Currently, the online play will feature

the PC player providing sniper support on two of the maps available in single player.
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containment initiative pc standalone

Worth the .99 investment to play with friends while they are in VR.
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Skulls for the Skull Throne 3 - Grave Guard Warrior.:
Hello adventurers! The Skulls for the Skull Throne event is now live, and Warhammer Quest 2: The End Times has been caught
right in the middle of it.

The Grave Guard.
 - A totally free and brand new Warrior to play with! The Grave Guard is an undead fighter who is very tough to kill. With new
skills and items, simply go to a Tavern to recruit him for your party!

Huge savings.
 - 50% discount on the game price this week! For all those new adventurers!

Enjoy the event everyone!. Warhammer Quest 2: The End Times Skulls for the Skull Throne 3 - Grave Guard Warrior &
Sale.:
Hello adventurers! The Skulls for the Skull Throne event is now live, and Warhammer Quest 2: The End Times has been caught
right in the middle of it.

The Grave Guard.
 - A totally free and brand new Warrior to play with! The Grave Guard is an undead fighter who is very tough to kill. With new
skills and items, simply go to a Tavern to recruit him for your party!

Huge savings.
 - 50% discount on the game price this week! For all those new adventurers!

Enjoy the event everyone!
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